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Make every show like it’s your last
September 11 to November 1, 2015
B. C. Binning, Alvin Balkind Galleries,
window spaces and off-site

Ryan Gander The Contemporary Art Gallery presents an ambitious exhibition 
with UK artist Ryan Gander, his first solo presentation in Canada. 
Comprising a shi�ing selection of new and recent works, the 
show centres on the artist’s ongoing conceptual investigations 
and playful cultural cross references.

Gander’s complex and unfettered conceptual practice is 
stimulated by queries, investigations or what-ifs, rather than 
strict rules or limits. As alluded to in the title, the exhibition itself 
becomes a site for revealing or elliptical suggestion. We are 
thrown off balance perhaps or made aware of the underlying 
structures within the gallery as we view individual pieces. 
Appearing a seemingly discarded hand-written seating diagram 
for a special dinner, Career seeking missile (2011) lies crumpled 
on the floor, at once an informal gesture acting as a foil for the 
o�en unseen precarious mix of personalities and individuals 
invited to such events. Similarly the animatronic eyes, eyelids 
and eyebrows of Magnus Opus (2013), are triggered into 
differing expressions and responses in direct activation by our 
movements as we visit the show, consciously connecting us to 
the very act of looking.

Ryan Gander, born in Chester in 1976, lives 
and works in London. Recent solo shows have 
been held at Singapore Tyler Print Institute, 
Singapore; OK Centre for Contemporary Art, 
Linz, Austria; Proyectos Monclova, Mexico City 
(2015); Manchester Art Gallery, Manchester, UK 
(2014); FRAC Île-de-France/Le Plateau (2013); 
Palais de Tokyo, Paris (2012); Museo Tamayo, 
Mexico City (2012); Haus Konstruktiv, Zurich 
(2010); Solomon R Guggenheim Museum, New 
York (2010; Ikon Gallery, Birmingham (2008); 
the Stedelijk Museum Bureau, Amsterdam 
(2007 and 2003); MUMOK, Vienna (2007) and 
the CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary 
Arts, San Francisco (2007). He has also shown 
in group exhibitions such as the Shanghai 
Biennale (2012); documenta 13, Kassel (2012); 
ILLUMInations, 54th Biennale di Venezia, 
Venice (2011); 55th Carnegie International, 
Pittsburgh (2008) and the Sydney Biennial 
(2008). Ryan Gander has been awarded 
numerous prestigious prizes, among others 
the Zürich Art Prize (2009), the ABN Amro 
Art Prize (2006), the Baloise Art Statements 
of the Art Basel (2006) and the Dutch Prix de 
Rome for sculpture (2003). Gander’s works 
are included in both international public and 
private collections including Tate Collection, 
London; Museum of Contemporary Art, 
Chicago; Museum Moderner Kunst, Vienna; 
Le Fonds régional d’art contemporain du Nord 
Pas-de-Calais; FNAC, Paris, France; Kadist Art 
Foundation, Paris, France; MaMBO, Bologna; 
Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen, Rotterdam; 
Arts Council, London; National Museum of 
Wales, Cardiff; Government Art Collection, 
London.

He is represented by Lisson Gallery, London, 
Milan and New York; Esther Schipper/Johnen 
Galerie, Berlin; gb agency, Paris; and TARO 
NASU, Tokyo.

Produced alongside the exhibition is 
Culturefield, an expansive 288-page publication 
available for a special exhibition price of $50.



Cover image:

Ryan Gander
Magnus Opus (2013)
Courtesy the artist and Ishikawa Collection
Photograph by Martin Argyroglo

Opposite:

Ryan Gander
I is ... (iv) and C++ (2013)
Courtesy the artist and 
Lisson Gallery, London, Milan and New York
Photograph by Patrick Quayle

Above:

Ryan Gander
Imagineering (2013)
Courtesy the artist and 
Lisson Gallery, London, Milan and New York
Photograph by Ken Adlard

Ideas of concealment, accessibility in every sense, and of 
a deliberate obfuscation to send our minds challenged and 
reeling, has been a constant ploy for Gander. Work produced is 
characterized most typically by an intellectual as well as formal 
rigour, o�en drawing together a layered range of sources and 
referents. Gander is a cultural magpie in the widest sense, his 
far-reaching curiosity in the world around us taking popular 
notions apart only to rebuild them in new ways. 

For example, in Imagineering (2013), the video and associated 
off-site poster campaign seen in ten transit shelter locations 
in downtown Vancouver, we see what appears to be a short 
television commercial promoting imagination in the British public, 
as if commissioned by the British government’s Department for 
Business, Innovation & Skills. Working to Gander’s brief, it was 
produced by an existing commercial advertising agency. There 
is a clear sense of play in the way work is constructed, and play 
as both an intellectual mode as well as a physical activity. 



Language and narrative play an overarching role in his work, not 
least in his series of Loose Association works first begun in 2002 
which stand undefined somewhere between a presentation, 
a performance and a lecture. As Gander speaks through a 
sequence of illustrated subjects, his recognizably digressional 
approach creates a series of happy encounters between forms 
rather than simple discoveries. The series of sculptures I is 
… (2013) recall the hiding place dens made by a child from 
all manner of household items including bed sheets, golf 
umbrellas, cushions and laundry racks, yet here are remade in 
memorializing marble. Placed in our window vitrines, a new set 
of twelve sculptures from the ongoing series A lamp made by 
the artist for his wife is presented, similarly made from ingenious 
combinations of everyday objects. They evince a smart way 
with the art of storytelling in an immensely complex yet subtly 
coherent body of work which in its combination of the personal 
with the historical, delivers an emotional pull that is not only 
intellectually arresting, but also affecting in its humour. Its delight 
in suggesting a dialogue between seemingly disparate objects  
or of provoking a myriad of associations is tinged with sadness. 

Organised by CAG, produced in collaboration 
with Frac Île de France — Le Plateau, Paris; 
Manchester Art Gallery, UK; Centre for 
Contemporary Art, Derry~Londonderry, 
Northern Ireland; OK Offenes Kulturhaus/
Center for Contemporary Art, Linz, Austria; 
Aspen Art Museum, Aspen, Colorado and 
Musée d’art contemporain de Montréal.

Below:

Ryan Gander
A lamp made by the artist for his wife 
(sixty third attempt) (2015)
Courtesy the artist and Esther Schipper/
Johnen Galerie, Berlin



Six Ways to Sunday #06
September 23 to November 7, 2015
Peep-Hole Art Centre, Milan, Italy

Liz Magor

The Contemporary Art Gallery has been invited to take over 
Peep-Hole in Milan for the final instalment of their Six Ways to 
Sunday initiative. On this occasion, CAG will present a major 
solo exhibition of work by Vancouver based artist Liz Magor. One 
of the most celebrated and influential figures of her generation, 
the exhibition will focus on a selection of recent and new 
work, and in a nod to the immediate historical context of Arte 
Povera in that area of Italy, primarily include a series of blankets 
including an ambitious new piece, alongside other sculptures 
incorporating fabric samples, clothing and labels.

The 1980s proved to be a momentous period in Magor’s 
career when her work was included in the Sydney Biennale 
(1982), the Venice Biennale (1984) and at documenta 8 (1987) in 
Germany. During this time the artist’s work shi�ed towards an 
investigation of the social role of objects and their capacity to 
hold and reflect personal and collective histories and identities. 
For example, while large-scale pieces such as Hudson’s Bay 
Double (2011) evoke the tradition of colour-field painting — yet 
one reimagined using dry-cleaned woollen blankets — Magor 
has long explored the latent associations attached to household 
wares like dishes and trays, or individual belongings and unused 
everyday items, seeking to highlight their sub-functional 
resonance. Characteristic of her ongoing practice, the blanket 
works investigate the ontology of ordinary or familiar forms, 
which she remakes and presents in new contexts. These “serv-
iceable objects” as she calls them, are redolent with association, 
discarded yet still imbued with and reflective of shared meaning. 
In the blanket, she establishes a powerful link between private 
traditions and broader endeavours.

Liz Magor studied at the University of British 
Columbia, Parsons School of Design and the 
Vancouver School of Art. 

Magor has participated in major exhibitions 
worldwide, including the 4th Biennale of 
Sydney (1982); Venice Biennale (1984) and 
documenta VII (1987). Recent solo exhibitions 
include A Thousand Quarrels, Presentation 
House Gallery, North Vancouver (2014); 
Triangle France, Marseille and California-
Pacific Triennial, Orange County Museum 
of Art, Newport Beach, California; Light my 
Fire: Some Propositions about Portraits 
and Photography, Art Gallery of Ontario, 
Toronto (2013); A�er Presence, MacKenzie 
Art Gallery, Regina (2012); Histoires des 
Amériques, Musée d’art contemporain, 
Montréal; The Mouth and Other Storeage 
Facilities, Henry Art Gallery, Seattle and 
Simon Fraser University Gallery, Vancouver 
(2008); Liz Magor, The Power Plant, Toronto 
(2003) among many others. Magor has also 
participated in numerous group exhibitions 
including Wattis Institute, San Francisco; 
Museum of Contemporary Art, San Diego 
(2004); National Gallery of Canada (2001); 
Museum of Fine Arts, Florida State University, 
Florida (1997); Museum of Contemporary 
Art, Sydney, Australia (1996); Foto Biennale 
Enschede, The Netherlands; Stedelijk 
Museum, Amsterdam (1995); FRAC des Pays 
de la Loire, Getigne-Clisson, France; Musée 
des beaux-arts, Dole, France (1993); Museum 
of Modern Art, New York (1992); Spoleto 
Festival, Charleston, South Carolina (1991); 
Centre International d’art contemporain, 
Montréal (1985). Over her career Magor has 
been recognized through several prestigious 
art awards such as the Gershon Iskowitz 
Foundation in partnership with the Art Gallery 
of Ontario (2014); The Audain Prize for Lifetime 
achievement (2009); the Governor General 
of Canada Award (2001) and York Wilson 
Endowment Award (2000).

Above:

Liz Magor
A Thousand Quarrels (2014)
Photograph 
Courtesy the artist and 
Catriona Jeffries Gallery, Vancouver



Once sourced the blankets are cleaned and undergo a process 
of renewal so as to speak of more abstract ideas. Some works 
are combinations of blanket scraps so that each sculpture, if 
unfolded would fit across a king-sized bed. The artist’s material 
interventions, including hand dyeing, recasting forms or stitched 
renovation, celebrate rejuvenation and are extensions of signs 
of maintenance. If the blankets have repairs, such efforts are 
multiplied; if they have stains, these are over-stained further, all 
in service of keeping the thing viable. Despite hand sewing and 
other embellishments, these are not an effort to reinforce the 
feminine or to celebrate “women’s’ work” and domestic skills etc., 
but rather are typical ways of extending the life of the material. 

Above:

Liz Magor
Violator (detail) (2015)
Wool, paint, cellophane
Courtesy the artist and 
Catriona Jeffries Gallery, Vancouver



In works such as Alberta/Quebec (2013) Magor works with 
the provenance of the object.  Wool blankets are produced 
all over the world using the same materials and techniques, 
however their labels make claims of uniqueness whereby 
“Made in Alberta” for example, is part of the process of naming 
that distinguishes one thing from other, very similar objects. 
Commercial dry-cleaning tags and wraps are incorporated into 
the works, sometimes added in extremis, an attempt to prolong 
the life of the material by signaling freshness and regeneration, 
extending the signs of manufacture and maintenance in order to 
make a claim for continued life and viability. 

Through these various manipulations, literally the holes and 
signs of wear in works such as Violator (2015) or Moth-proofed 
(2011), we glimpse other spaces physically and metaphorically 
revealed, recalling a conflation of public and private, of things 
hidden and to be viewed afresh. Similarly the large-scale 
photograph A Thousand Quarrels (2014), suggests an emerging 
from one realm to another, be it physical or physiological, 
conscious to unconscious, from dark to light. As a viewer we are 
implicated into a relationship with the work as a reversal of that 
when seeing the blanket pieces, here moving outward from the 
depths rather than peering inward.

Incorporating and sharing these references, other works in 
the exhibition play with this idea of something once contained, 
now changed to continue its purpose. All the Names III (2014) is 
one of a number of pieces where forms are encased in rubber 
shells cast from storage boxes, their frosted surface dumbly 
returning or refuting our gaze. These boxes enclose materials 
that were once extremely specific and the result of considerable 
industry and ingenuity. As social and industrial needs evolve, 
these things have lost their position. They can’t even continue as 
curios or antiques because they are incomplete, being only units 
or parts of a process of production. In contrast to Mademoiselle 
Raymonde (2014) where doilies, string and plastic-wrapped, 
out-of-date paper labels emerge from cast plaster carrier bags, 
these are hermetically sealed hinting at what is contained within, 
a world obscured from view, a moment unsaid. Life generally 
doesn’t fit into a neatly packaged version of itself. There is always 
something spilling out, something that doesn’t make sense. As 
with the blanket works, they continue Magor’s examination of 
the discrepancy between perception and reality, of questioning 
preconceived notions of things never being quite what they seem.

The exhibition is made in partnership with 
Peep-Hole, Milan, Italy and Centre d’art 
contemporain d’Ivry — le Crédac, France 
where an expanded version will be presented 
in autumn 2016.

The exhibition is generously supported by the 
Liz Magor Circle of Friends: Rick Erickson & 
Donna Partridge, Henning and Brigitte Freybe, 
Joe Friday, Sue and Bill Kidd, Suzie Kololian, 
Nancy McCain, Julia and Gilles Ouellette, Lisa 
& Terrence Turner, Nada Vuksic and Bruce 
Wright.

Magor is represented by Catriona Jeffries 
Gallery, Vancouver, Susan Hobbs Gallery, 
Toronto and Marcelle Alix, Paris.

Photographs by SITE Photography.

Liz Magor
Phoenix (2013)
Wool, cotton thread, mica flakes
Courtesy Catriona Jeffries Gallery, 
Vancouver and Marcelle Alix, Paris



Burrard Marina Field House 
1655 Whyte Avenue 

Throughout spring and summer 2015 the CAG 
hosted a series of artists-in-residence, each 
continuing research toward participatory 
projects to be realized in fall 2015 and in 2016. 
The Field House Studio is an off-site artist 
residency space and community hub organized 
by the CAG. Running parallel to the residency 
program are an ongoing series of public events 
for all ages. 

The Field House Studio Residency Program 
is generously supported by the Vancouver 
Park Board and the City of Vancouver. We 
gratefully acknowledge the generosity of many 
private and individual donors toward this 
program. Please visit our website for a full list 
of supporters. 

For more details about the Field House  
Studio Program, all forthcoming residencies 
and associated events visit our website at 
www.contemporaryartgallery.ca and follow 
the Field House blog at 
www.burrardmarinafieldhouse.wordpress.com

Marie Lorenz was born in Twentynine Palms, 
California and grew up traveling with her 
military family. Lorenz has received grants 
from Artists Space, the Harpo Foundation and 
the Alice Kimball English Travel Fellowship. In 
2008 she was awarded the Joseph H. Hazen 
Rome Prize for the American Academy in 
Rome. Her work has been shown nationally 
and internationally, including High Desert Test 
Sites in Joshua Tree, CA, to MoMA PS1, in New 
York City. She has completed solo projects at 
Jack Hanley Gallery in New York; Ikon Gallery, 
Birmingham, UK and Artpace in San Antonio, 
Texas. Her ongoing project The Tide and 
Current Taxi (www.tideandcurrenttaxi.org) is an 
exploration of the coastline in New York City. 

We acknowledge the generous support of the 
U.S. Consulate General Vancouver.

Studio Residency 
Program

Marie Lorenz
Tidal Dérive
September 2 to 9, 2015

Over the past two years Marie Lorenz has participated in 
residencies at the Burrard Marina Field House towards the 
development of a new Pacific-based series of projects through 
the construction and launch of a handmade boat from dri�wood 
found along Vancouver’s coast line. The boat has since travelled 
to Northern California where Lorenz completed tidal dérives in 
San Francisco with Southern Exposure and most recently along 
the Russian River with Look Up Gallery in Guerneville, California.

This September the project will culminate in a multi-day dérive 
with the dri�boat along the Fraser River (Hope to Richmond) 
and between the Southern Gulf Islands inviting participants to 
boat with her along the route. Studying tidal charts of the area, 
Lorenz uses tides and currents to direct and dri� the boat. This 
simple act of journeying along the contemporary ecosystem and 
industrialized commercial port of Fraser offers a different and 
unfamiliar experience of space for city residents who travel over 
these bodies of water daily. This is coupled with the experience 
and movement of floating, being controlled by natural forces, 
adding a specific presence to one’s own observation: the viewer 
maintains an awareness of their own balance and form as they 
absorb the details of their surroundings, creating something 
new out of something familiar. The journey will be live-streamed 
via www.contemporaryartgallery.ca for viewers to follow, 
providing a mediated representation of the visceral experience 
of the journey.

Since 2002, Marie Lorenz has been exploring the waterways of 
New York City in boats that she designs and builds. Lorenz’s 
work combines psycho-geographic explorations with highly 
cra�ed, material forms to explore the intertidal zone. She 
envisions a city harbour as a giant centrifuge, spinning things in 
the tide and redistributing them around its shore. It reorganizes 
things that we value and represents us with things that were 
thrown away. The tide examines the nature of each object with its 
own incomprehensible order. Making a boat from dri�wood is a 
way to gather and record evidence in collaboration with the tide. 

See www.contemporaryartgallery.ca, the CAG Field House blog 
and Lorenz’s project blog www.tideandcurrenttaxi.org.

Opposite:

Marie Lorenz
Burrard Marina Field House Residency (2014)
Photograph by David Gregory





27th Annual Gala 
and Art Auction

Join us for a truly remarkable evening at our annual gala and art auction, 
featuring artworks by emerging and established artists, including Andrew 
Dadson, Wayne Ngan, Vanessa Brown, Kyla Mallett, Michael Love, Rachelle 
Sawatsky, Tiziana La Melia, Jürgen Partenheimer and more. 
 
This year, our auction comprises a diverse range of artists to not only 
garner support for the gallery but to also showcase emerging artists, in 
turn, helping to foster a shared sense of community. We would be delighted 
if you join us at this benefit for the Contemporary Art Gallery. Your 
support allows us to continue our crucial role as the only free independent 
public art gallery dedicated exclusively to engaging audiences with the very 
best in contemporary art from Vancouver, Canada and abroad.

Tickets are priced individually at $ or $, for a group of  and can be 
purchased online at www.cagauction.com or by calling --.

Saturday, November, , , :pm
Rosewood Hotel Georgia
 West Georgia Street, Vancouver

Preview the works at www.cagauction.com

For enquiries including absentee bidding, contact auction@contemporaryartgallery.ca



Night School III This fall the Contemporary Art Gallery launches its third 
instalment of Night School, a program for new collectors and 
contemporary art enthusiasts. This semester features an 
expanded number of lectures and studio visits, the curriculum 
condensed into a shorter time period.

Night School is an introductory contemporary art survey that 
is intentionally accessible, intelligent and engaging. Through 
a curriculum built from the history of exhibitions at the CAG, 
participants will learn about common themes in recent visual 
arts and ways in which they are interpreted and discussed. 
Five lectures by instructor Lee Plested will introduce work by 
important artists from Vancouver and around the world. A 
suggested reading list will complement the discussion program.

Night School participants will also participate in five studio visits 
with internationally recognized local and international artists 
including: Ian Wallace, Althea Thauberger, Rebecca Brewer, Neil 
Campbell and Gareth James.

Night School offers direct access and dialogue with artists 
and curators in the city. Alongside its curriculum, studio visits, 
exhibition previews and social events will provide an expanded 
perspective on the Vancouver art scene and an opportunity 
to get out into the community to build a greater exposure and 
appreciation of art production in the city.

October 14 to November 29, 2015

Cost is $375 including a complimentary 
CAG membership. 20 seats available 
for this semester. 

To enroll contact Kristin Cheung 
on 604 681 2700 or 
k.cheung@contemporaryartgallery.ca 



Opening reception: Thursday, September 10, 7–10pm
Join us to celebrate the opening of our new exhibition.

Ryan Gander in conversation
Friday, September 11, 4.30pm
Join us for a special in-conversation event between Gander and 
CAG Director Nigel Prince, a playful discussion centred on the 
themes and ideas present in the exhibition.

Rob Stone
Thursday, October 22, 7pm
Join us for a reading and book launch of Auditions: Architecture 
and Aurality published by MIT Press in 2015. Stone is Associate 
Professor in Critical and Cultural Studies at Emily Carr University 
of Art + Design and sits on the advisory panel, Disappearance, 
of Oslo Pilot. Recent projects include an essay on sound for the 
Nordic Pavilion at Venice and exhibition/performance work on 
Luigi Russolo’s intonarumori. 

This series invites cultural and critical producers to present 
thoughts and ideas rooted in their own interests and practices, 
and invites audiences to join in the conversations that will explore 
relevant contemporary issues, theories, ideas and culture.

Sylvia Kind
Tuesday, October 6, 7pm
Sylvia Kind, PhD is an instructor in the School of Childhood 
Studies at Capilano University and an atelierista at the Capilano 
University Children’s Centre. Her work is motivated by an 
interest in artistic ways of knowing, children’s studio practices, 
experimentations with art as research in early childhood settings 
and the intersections of art and pedagogy. Kind will respond to 
elements of play in Ryan Gander’s exhibition.

All public events are free and suitable 
for a general audience. 

Unless otherwise stated all take place 
at the Contemporary Art Gallery.

For more information about public 
programs at the CAG visit the learning 
section of our website:
www.contemporaryartgallery.ca

Public events Exhibition opening

Talks and Special Events

Feedback series



Artist’s Book Week: Ho Tam
Tuesday, October 13, 7pm
hotampress.com
In conjunction with the 2015 Vancouver Art/Book Fair’s Artists’ 
Book Week, the CAG presents local artist Ho Tam discussing 
recent publications including his hotam and Poser projects.

Panel Discussion 
With Randy Lee Cutler, Holly Schmidt, Gaye Chan 
and Keg de Souza
Saturday, October 17, 3pm
In conjunction with the Sustenance Festival: a city-wide festival 
with local food-focused workshops, exhibitions and talks, CAG 
has organized a panel examining artistic practices that consider 
food security, sovereignty and knowledge sharing. 

Saturday, September 26 and October 31, 12–3pm
On the last Saturday or each month, the CAG invites all ages to 
drop-in for short exhibition tours and free art making activities 
that respond to our current exhibitions.

September 26: Palette Portraits
Explore conceptual portraiture in response to Ryan Gander’s 
series of portraits and palettes painted from memory. Create 
your own ‘palette portrait’.

October 31: Hide and Seek Sculptures
Responding to Gander’s sculptures that suggest hiding place 
dens made by children from all manner of household items 
including bed sheets, golf umbrellas, cushions and laundry racks, 
participants will collaborate to create a large shelter structure.

Family Days 

Presented in collaboration with 
ArtStarts on Saturdays. For more details 
 visit: www.artstarts.com/weekend

We acknowledge the generous support 
of the Hamber Foundation for our 
Family Day program.

For more details regarding these and all 
public programs at the Contemporary 
Art Gallery visit the events page at 
www.contemporaryartgallery.ca



Jas Lally
Saturday, September 19, 3pm
CAG Assistant Curator, Jas Lally leads a tour of current 
exhibitions.
 
SFU Philosopher’s Café: Art Salon — Ryan Gander
CAG Curator, Shaun Dacey
Saturday, September, 26, 4pm

Mike Bourscheid
Sunday, October 18, 3pm
A guided visit of the exhibitions on display in French led by artist 
Mike Bourscheid.

Nigel Prince
Saturday, October 24, 3pm
CAG Director, Nigel Prince leads a tour of the current 
exhibitions.
 
Maddy Tranter
Sunday, October 25, 3pm
CAG Visitor Coordinator, Maddy Tranter leads a tour of current 
exhibitions.

Shaun Dacey
Saturday, October 31, 3pm
CAG Curator, Shaun Dacey leads a tour of current exhibitions. 
Part of the downtown galleries tour with Audain Gallery at 1pm 
and Or Gallery at 2pm.

Guided visits

Guided visits are open to the public, 
providing free opportunities to engage 
with exhibitions and develop new skills 
for interpreting contemporary art.

We also encourage visits from primary 
and secondary schools, ESL groups, 
university and college students and 
community groups.  

For more information or to book a 
guided visit for your group, contact 
learning@contemporaryartgallery.ca  
or telephone 604 681 2700. 



Contemporary Art Gallery
555 Nelson Street, Vancouver
British Columbia, Canada V6B 6R5

Tel. 00 1 604 681 2700
contact@contemporaryartgallery.ca
www.contemporaryartgallery.ca

Open Tuesday to Sunday 12–6pm
Free admission

To make an appointment to use the  
Abraham Rogatnick Resource Library please email 
contact@contemporaryartgallery.ca

The Contemporary Art Gallery is generously 
supported by the Canada Council for the Arts, the 
City of Vancouver and the Province of BC through 
the BC Arts Council and the BC Gaming Policy and 
Enforcement Branch. We are also grateful for the 
support of Vancouver Foundation and our members, 
donors, and volunteers.

We acknowledge the generous multi-year support 
from BMO Financial Group.

Education and Outreach founding sponsor Connor, 
Clark & Lunn Investment Management Ltd.

Opening reception sponsors: Kronenbourg 1664, 
Backyard Vineyards and Hester Creek Winery.

We are delighted to partner with Aesop and thank 
them for their generosity.

© 2015 Contemporary Art Gallery, Vancouver. All 
rights reserved. No part of this publication may be 
reproduced without the written permission of the 
artists or publisher.

ISBN: 978-1-897302-76-7



CAG elsewhere Patrick Staff  
The Foundation
Spike Island, Bristol
July 3 to September 6, 2015
Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane
August 8 to October 10, 2015
The Foundation is co-commissioned by the Contemporary Art 
Gallery, Vancouver with Chisenhale Gallery, London; Spike Island, 
Bristol; and Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane. Produced by 
Chisenhale Gallery, London and Spike Island, Bristol.

Jochen Lempert  
Field Guide
October 17, 2015 to January 3, 2016
Cincinnati Art Museum
The first major museum exhibition in North America devoted to the 
celebrated German photographer. Organized with the Cincinnati Art 
Museum.

www.contemporaryartgallery.ca @CAGVancouver


